YOUNG APPLICANTS IN SCHOOLS SCHEME

Developing skills, knowledge & experience of Higher Education in schools since 2007.

YASS is the Open University in Scotland’s national bridging programme for S6 pupils which offers the opportunity to study a university-level course alongside other studies in school.

COURSES 2022/2023

Click on the course name for further details

**Arts (30 credits)**
English for Academic Purposes
Making Your Learning Count – Arts Pathway

**Business & Management (30 credits)**
Communication Skills for Business and Management
Fundamentals of Accounting

**Engineering, Computing & Technology (30 credits)**
Engineering: Origins, Methods, Context
Introduction to Computing and Information Technology 1
Technologies in Practice – Higher Computing required

**Health & Social Care (30 credits)**
Making Your Learning Count – Health & Social Care Pathway
Languages (30 credits)
Exploring Languages and Cultures
Beginners’ French
Beginners’ German
Beginners’ Spanish
Intermediate French – Higher French required
Intermediate German – Higher German required
Intermediate Spanish – Higher Spanish required

Law (10 credits)
Law Making in Scotland

Maths (30 credits)
Discovering Mathematics
Introducing Statistics
Essential Mathematics 1 – Higher Maths required

Science (10 or 30 credits)
Contemporary Topics in Science (10 credits)
Physics and Space (30 credits) – Higher Maths or Physics required

Social Science (30 credits)
Economics in Context
Making Your Learning Count – Social Sciences Pathway
You and Your Money

Sport & Exercise Science (30 credits)
Making Your Learning Count – Sport and Exercise Pathway

FIND OUT MORE
Visit www.open.ac.uk/scotland/study/young-applicants-schools
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